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**SPECIAL REPORT**

tax notes®

**Intermountain and the Importance Of Administrative Law in Tax Law**

By Steve R. Johnson

Steve R. Johnson is the E.L. Wiegand Professor at the William S. Boyd School of Law at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. He can be reached at steve.johnson@unlv.edu.

This report argues that the tax community cannot safely ignore general principles of administrative law. This fact is illustrated by the Intermountain case recently decided by the Tax Court en banc and on appeal to the D.C. Circuit. In that case, the Tax Court invalidated a temporary regulation that includes basis overstatements within the six-year statute of limitations of sections 6501(e) and 6229(c).

This report explores important issues of administrative law raised by Intermountain. It argues that the tax community should discard the conventional—but wrong—tendency to call specific-authority regulations "legislative regulations" and general-authority regulations "interpretive regulations." Many general-authority regulations, including those at issue in Intermountain, are legislative regulations. The conventional misidentification is worse than sloppy. It is pernicious because it distorts analyses of whether tax regulations are valid. The report also discusses Chevron, Brand X, and notice-and-comment issues.
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On September 29, 2009, Treasury issued regulations retroactively extending the six-year limitations period for income tax deficiencies resulting from basis overstatements. In its May 6 Intermountain decision, the Tax Court unanimously invalidated those regulations, but on divided rationales. The government has appealed.

Intermountain is a must-read for tax academics and practitioners. It is among the richest decisions on the procedural and substantive validity of tax regulations. Moreover, the opinions in the case, subsequent cases on the issue, and commentary on those opinions and cases present genuine opportunity for improvement of the law.

This report has five sections. Section I sketches the growing significance of administrative law in tax law. The days of comfortable insularity are drawing to a close. To maintain dexterity in the years to come, tax practitioners and tax scholars will increasingly need to possess competence in broader principles of administrative law.

Intermountain is a harbinger of that growing necessity. Section II describes the background of the case, summarizes the three opinions rendered in it, and evaluates the result reached. I think that the Intermountain result is correct but (in terms of the arguments in the opinions)

1Although the regulations apply to returns for years before 2009, the IRS denies that they are retroactive, reasoning that a regulation has retroactive effect only if it would impair a party's rights, increase his liability for past conduct, or impose new duties as to conduct already completed, none of which the regs do, according to the IRS. The IRS respondent's brief in support of motion to vacate order and decision, Intermountain Ins. Servs. of Vail LLC, Thomas A. Davis, Tax Matters Partner v. Commissioner, 134 T.C. No. 11, at 7-10 (Jan. 5, 2010), Doc 2010-10163, 2010 TNT 88-12, (hereafter "IRS brief"). The IRS further contends that the regulations, even if they are retroactive, are valid under the effective date of section 7805(b) and the "prevention of abuse" exception of section 7805(b)(3). Id. at 10-13.

2Temp. reg. sections 301.6229(c)(2)-IT and 301.6501(e)-IT.

3Intermountain, supra note 1, appeal docketed, No. 10-1204 (D.C. Cir., July 30, 2010).

only on the procedural ground advanced by two concur-
ing judges: that the regulations violate the Adminis-
tration Procedure Act (APA) for failure to satisfy the notice-
and-comment requirements.

Sections III, IV, and V address some important aspects of
Intemountain. My treatment is selective. Leaving some
material for future discussion, I delve into three of the
interesting veins of the case, including issues appearing
in the opinions as well as issues omitted from them.

Section III discusses whether the regulations at issue in
the case are legislative or interpretive in nature. This
matters to the APA argument. Unless another exception applies (and none does in Intemountain), legislative
regulations must go through notice-and-comment, but
interpretive regulations need not. I conclude that the
challenged regulations are legislative, and I urge tax
practitioners to refine their definitions of legislative and
interpretive regulations.

Section IV examines the light shed by Intemountain on
the Brand X rule as to when agency rulemaking may
displace prior judicial interpretations of statutes.5 I
conclude that Intemountain and similar cases may help at
one level: whether "magic words" must appear in the
judicial interpretations. However, they are unlikely to
help at two other levels: what should be done if the precedents' characterizations are unsupported, and
whether the Brand X analysis of the underlying statute
turns on the statute's language or also embraces pertinent legislative history.

Section V explores two arguments that weren't con-
sidered in the Intemountain opinions but that might be
brought against the temporary regulations in future
cases. One such argument is that the temporary regu-
lations have not gone through the notice-and-comment
process, and Chevron deference is rarely accorded to
administrative rules and interpretations that were not
subject to this process. This argument is of short-term
significance. It will evaporate after the regulations in
their proposed form complete the process.

The other argument has to do with whether Congress
explicitly or implicitly authorized Treasury to promul-
gate regulations extending section 6501(e) to overstated
basis situations. The explicit authorization argument
involves a contention I will develop at greater length in
a future article. Briefly, the statutory authority under which the temporary regulations were promulgated allows
Treasury to "prescribe all needful rules and regulations for
the enforcement of" the code.6 It is arguable —
although far from certain — that this language authorizes
only rules that implement code provisions, not rules that
extend code provisions to situations beyond the provi-
sions' original scope. If Congress did not explicitly
authorize the rules at issue, it probably did not implicitly
authorize them, either. Section 6501 is a highly detailed
and articulated statute; courts usually are disinclined to
allow other, extrinsic rules to be read into such statutes to
modify them.

1 Admin Law's Growing Importance in Tax Law
As is true of other specialties in law, there is a
tendency toward insularity in tax practice.3 Because of
the ever-growing complexity of the law, this tendency is
understandable, but ultimately untenable. The days are
long gone when an attorney could practice the whole law.
Indeed, specialization has yielded to sub-sub-
specialization. Few are the lawyers or professors who can
legitimately claim to be competent in all areas of tax law.
Because we are barely able to keep up with our own area
of law, it is not surprising that we greet with little
enthusiasm the notion that we also need to learn other
areas of law (like general administrative law).

But yield we must. The tax community will not be able
to avoid being dragged into functional competence in
general administrative law. Both the APA and adminis-
trative common law4 have long made appearances in tax
cases, although they have not always been handled
well.5

Events in recent decades have brought into greater
prominence the intersection of tax law and adminis-
trative law. One such event was the Chevron decision.

5For articles noting this tendency, see Bryan T. Camp, "Tax
Administration as Inquisitorial Process and the Partial Para-
digm Shift in the IRS Restructuring and Reform Act of 1993," 56
Fla. L. Rev. 1, 2-3 (2004); Paul L. Caron, "Tax Myopia, or Matas
Don't Let Your Babies Grow Up to Be Tax Lawyers," 13 Va. Tax
Rev. 517, 518 (1994); Kristin E. Hickman, "A Problem of Remedy:
Responding to Treasury's (Lack of) Compliance With Adminis-
L. Rev. 1153, 1155-1156 (2006); Leandra Lederman, "Civilizing
Tax Procedure: Applying General Federal Learning to Statutory
Notices of Deficiency," 30 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 183, 183 (1996); see
also Jasper L. Cummings, Jr., The Supreme Court's Federal Tax
Jurisprudence 3, 7, 13 (2010).

6E.g., Wing v. Commissioner, 81 T.C. 17 (1983) (rejecting
several APA-based challenges to regulations under section 612).
But see Intemountain, 2010 WL 1838297, at *20 n.15 (Halpern
and Holmes, JJ, concurring) (criticizing Wing).
7E.g., Vesco v. Commissioner, 39 T.C. 101 (1979) (imposing
without statutory basis, a duty on the IRS to behave consistently
as to similarly situated taxpayers). The IRS duty of consistency
issue is complex and has spawned many cases and much
commentary. E.g., Steve R. Johnson, "An IRS Duty of Consis-
tency: The Failure of Common Law Making and a Proposed
Statutory Solution," 77 Tenn. L. Rev. 563 (2010); Christopher M.
Pietruszkiewicz, "Does the Internal Revenue Service Have a
Duty to Treat Similarly Situated Taxpayers Similarly?" 74 U.
Col. L. Rev. 531 (2005); Lawrence Zelenak, "Should Courts
Require the Internal Revenue Service to Be Consistent?" 38 Tax

8For example, the Tax Court has held the APA judicial
review provisions inapplicable because the Tax Court is not a
governmental "agency" for APA purposes. Nappi v. Commis-
sioner, 58 T.C. 282, 284 (1972). The court's analysis missed
the point since the actions under challenge were those of the IRS,
not the Tax Court, and the IRS is an agency for APA purposes.
5 U.S.C. section 551(1).
Copious case law and commentaries have examined whether and how *Chevron* applies in the tax arena. Another event was enactment of the Internal Revenue Service Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998. Several provisions of this landmark legislation — especially the collection due process rules — have presented important legal issues. Whether motivated by these or other events, commentators have increasingly focused on the interactions of tax and administrative law.

These interactions will continue to grow in significance. *Intermountain* exemplifies the trend and will contribute to it. It is to that case we now turn.

II. *Intermountain* and Its Context

A. Background

Section 6501(a) provides that the IRS usually must assess tax liabilities within three years of the later of when the tax return at issue was filed or was required to be filed. There are, however, many exceptions to the usual three-year statute of limitations, such as section 6501(e)(1), which gives the IRS six years to assess income tax liabilities "if the taxpayer omits from gross income an amount properly includible therein which is in excess of 25 percent of the amount of gross income stated in the return." Section 6229(c)(2) provides a similar exception for cases governed by the 1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act partnership audit and litigation rules.

These exceptions undoubtedly apply when the taxpayer omits enough taxable receipts, but it has been controversial whether they apply when the Understatement arises from overstated basis of sold assets. Case law on the section 6501(e) overstated basis issue is divided, but both the preponderance of the cases and the more authoritative cases are contrary to the Service’s position.

Following a string of high-profile defeats in section 6501(e) cases in 2009, Treasury issued the regulations in both temporary and proposed form. The temporary regulations aggressively were declared to apply to tax years still open to assessment on the date of issuance, with the intention that they apply to all pending cases, including those the taxpayers had won but in which the decisions had not yet become final. Both the new regulations and their effective date have been highly controversial from the start.

B. The *Intermountain* Opinions

*Intermountain* involves what the IRS considers an abusive tax shelter involving overstated basis.

---


2Gain from dealing in property is taxable. Section 61(a)(2).

3Such gain is the excess of the amount realized from sale or other disposition over the taxpayer’s basis in the property. Section 1001(a).

4Thus, overstatement of basis leads to understatement of income.

5See Steve R. Johnson, “What’s Next in the Section 6501(e) Overstated Basis Controversy?” ABA Section of Tax’n News Quarterly, Fall 2009, p. 19 (summarizing the cases).


7Temp. reg. section 301.6501(e)-IT(b). "(The rules of this section apply to tax years with respect to which the applicable period for assessing tax did not expire before September 24, 2009.) Being temporary, the new regulations expire in three years, by September 24, 2012. Section 301.6501(e)-IT(c). The expectation is that the regulations, now in proposed and temporary form, will have been finalized by then.


9One sometimes gets the impression that the IRS loses perspective when a case involves a tax shelter. The end does not justify the means. Fundamental rules of tax administration should not be violated simply because the case involves a tax shelter. The *Intermountain* majority had this concern, see 2010 WL 1882979 at *5. ("We find the [Service’s] interpretation to be irreparably marred by circular, result-driven logic and the wishful notion that the temporary regulations should apply to this case because *Intermountain* was involved in what [the IRS] believes was an abusive tax transaction. For these reasons, we refuse to accord respondent’s interpretation deferential treatment.")
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failed to assess within the normal three years, the IRS relied on the six-year limitations period. Less than a month before issuance of the temporary regulations, the Tax Court decided the statute of limitations issue in Intermountain’s favor. Based on the new regulations, the IRS filed motions to vacate and for reconsideration of that decision.

The Tax Court denied the Service’s motions, unanimous in its holding against the IRS. The 13 judges fell into three camps, however, with 7 judges joining Judge Robert A. Wherry Jr. in exploring the possibility that the effective date provision as drafted did not effectuate Treasury’s intention to reach not-yet-final decisions. Although advancing a questionable “plain meaning” analysis, the majority chose not to rest the decision on that ground.

Instead, the majority examined the substantive validity of the temporary regulations. Assuming arguendo that Chevron provides the governing standard, the majority concluded that the regs did not pass muster under Chevron step one or Brand X. The majority concluded that the Supreme Court’s Colony decision a half century ago held that what is now section 6501(e) unambiguously precludes the position taken in the temporary regulations. The majority also noted, but believed it unnecessary to rule on, the taxpayer’s argument that the temporary regulations have impermissibly retroactive effect.

Four other judges concurred in an opinion penned by Judge Mary Ann Cohen. This concurrence would have resolved the case on narrower grounds. Motions such as the Service’s typically are granted only in unusual circumstances, and an intervening statutory change is such a circumstance. The concurrence would have held, however, that an intervening regulatory change does not rise to the same level, and thus is insufficient to warrant vacating or reconsidering.

Judges James S. Halpern and Mark V. Holmes concurred in the result only. These judges rejected the majority’s effective date and Chevron analyses but would have invalidated the temporary regulations on procedural grounds. The APA applies to rulemaking by federal agencies, including Treasury. Unless a stated exception applies, regulations are validly promulgated only if they go through the notice-and-comment process prescribed by 5 U.S.C. section 553. In general, the agency must provide public notice in the Federal Register of its proposed rulemaking. The agency must offer interested parties the chance to submit comments and must set forth a “concise general statement of [the regulation’s] basis and purpose.” The regulation cannot be effective until at least 30 days after its publication in the Code of Federal Regulations.

The temporary regulations were not promulgated using this process. Nonetheless, the IRS defended the regulations’ validity on two grounds: that they fell within the APA exception for merely interpretive rules and that Congress implicitly excepted temporary tax regulations from the notice-and-comment requirement. The Halpern/Holmes concurrence rejected both contentions, and it would have held the regulations procedurally invalid under the APA.

27 See 2010 WL 1838297, at *4-6. One wonders how Treasury and the IRS felt when a majority of the Tax Court said the agencies misread their own regulations — probably much the same way the Tax Court felt when, a few years earlier, the Supreme Court told the Tax Court that it had misread its own ruling. See Ballard v. Commissioner, 544 U.S. 40 (2005).
28 See 2010 WL 1838297, at *6. The majority’s choice not to restore the case on this ground was based in part on this consideration. We also recognize that respondent could amend the temporary regulations’ effective/applicability date provision and file renewed motions to reconsider and to vacate based on those amended provisions, thereby extending this dispute to yet another case. Id. at n.13.
29 Id. at *6. The majority took this tack to avoid a controversy that has split the Tax Court before. It is almost universally agreed that Chevron provides the controlling standard when specific authority tax regulators are challenged. E.g., Carlos v. Commissioner, 123 T.C. 275, 280 (2004). However, many Tax Court judges have been reluctant to apply Chevron to general authority regulations. For example, in Swallows Holding, supra note 4, the majority applied the pre-Chevron, tax-specific National Milliner case instead of Chevron, 126 T.C. at 131. Dissenters would have applied Chevron; Id., at 157 (Halpern, J., dissenting) and 175-176 (Holmes, J., dissenting). The circuit court did apply Chevron and reversed, 515 F.3d at 170. The Intermountain majority no doubt applied Chevron arguendo to avoid reopening this wound and courting similar reversal. The Tax Court has taken this tack in other cases as well. E.g., Estate of Cerson v. Commissioner, 127 T.C. 139, 154 (2006), Doc 2006-21777, 2006 TNT 206-15 (en banc), aff’d, 507 F.3d 435 (6th Cir. 2007).
33 Id. at *8. Courts recently have split as to the validity of another retroactive regulation section 1.752-6. Compare Sala v. United States, 552 F Supp. 2d 1167, 1185 (D. Colo. 2008), Doc 2008-9012, 2008 TNT 80-10 (invalidating the regulation), with other grounds, 2010 WL 2252260 (10th Cir., July 23, 2010), with Conoco Investors LLC v. United States, 515 F.3d 749, 752 (7th Cir. 2008), Doc 2008-2685, 2008 TNT 27-8 (upholding retroactive application of the regulation).
36 See 2010 WL 1838297 at *9.
37 Id. at *10-11.
38 Id. at *12-17.
39 See 5 U.S.C. section 551(1).
40 5 U.S.C. section 553(b).
41 5 U.S.C. section 553(c).
42 5 U.S.C. section 553(d).
44 See 2010 WL 1838297, at *17-22.
45 Important work on this issue has been done by Prof. Kristin Hickman. See Hickman, supra note 7; and Hickman, “Coloring Outside the Lines: Examining Treasury’s Lack of Compliance With Administrative Procedure Act Rulemaking” (Footnote continued on next page.)
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C. Evaluation of the Issues

All three opinions in Intermountain reflect distaste for what the judges viewed as overzealous use of the regulations process. Issuing a regulation while a matter is in litigation seems like changing the rules while the game is being played. Applying that regulation retroactively to cases already decided smack of changing the score after the game is over. However, taxation is not a game but a matter of fundamental national import. Moreover, the objection to the IRS "bootstrapping" itself to victory is doctrinally misplaced. In both tax and nontax cases, courts have cast suspicion on agency interpretations apparently adopted to bootstrap the agency into victory in litigation. But this concern is weak when applied to otherwise valid regulations. The leading cases distinguish between bare agency litigation positions and litigating positions supported by regulations.

Nonetheless, law is an intensely human operation. One can understand distaste for the aggressive (some would say abusive) position of Treasury and the IRS in the temporary regulations. Certainly, the judges participating in Intermountain shared this distaste.

Although motivated by a common impulse, the Tax Court judges differed greatly on the doctrine by which to make that impulse legally operative. In my opinion, Judges Halpern and Holmes had the best view of the case. The omission of notice-and-comment is not justified by either of the grounds asserted by the IRS. The Service's "merely interpretive" argument is hopeless, as shown in Section III.

The Service's argument that Congress excepted temporary tax regulations from APA notice-and-comment is better but probably not good enough. That argument runs along the following lines: Congress revised section 7805 in 1988, adding subsection 7805(e). In so doing, the IRS argued, Congress codified Treasury's practice of promulgating temporary regulations issued simultaneously with proposed regulations: "The trade-off was that any temporary regulations promulgated in this manner would no longer have unlimited life but instead would expire within three years from the date of issuance."

This is a variation of the "legislative bargain" approach to statutory interpretation. That approach sees legislation as the product of compromise between competing interest groups or values and posits that the role of the courts is to discern and give effect to the bargain struck in the legislature.

However, there are two problems with the Service's argument. First, the Service's description of the "trade-off" may be incomplete. Why do temporary regulations exist at all? Typically, temporary regulations are issued when there is a need for immediate guidance. Such situations would fall within the APA's good-cause exception to the notice-and-comment requirements. Congress may have fashioned the current version of section 7805 in light of this understanding, which suggests that Congress expected that temporary tax regulations would need to fit into the good-cause exception in order to avoid notice-comment requirement. However, there was
no emergency or other good-cause justification for the temporary reg at issue in Intermountain—a part from the fact that the tide of litigation had turned against the IRS. Indeed, neither the Treasury decision accompanying the regulations nor the Service’s Intermountain briefs asserted the good-cause exception. Second, the Service’s section 7805 contention is based on inference, not explicit text. However, Congress has provided that other statutes may modify APA requirements only expressly, not by implication. The IRS may have been trying obliquely to address this problem when it argued that “section 7805(e) provides a specific statutory exemption to the general statutory requirements of the APA,” supporting its theory with citations to the canon of statutory construction that specific provisions control over general provisions. However, “specific” in this context is not synonymous with “express,” and canons “are not mandatory rules.” Indeed, a recent high-profile tax case rejected use of the canon of specific controls over general to decide the controversy there at issue.

The arguments advanced in the other Intermountain opinions do not strike me as persuasive. First, as pointed out by Judges Halpern and Holmes, the regulations’ effective date provision is ambiguous, not plain. The provision might be read to mean “open under the normal three-year period,” as the Intermountain majority read it, or it might mean “open under the six-year period, as that period is extended by this regulation,” as Treasury and the IRS intended. An agency’s construction of its own ambiguous regulation is entitled to deference.

Second, the majority is wrong about its Chevron step one analysis. Colony did not say that its result was unambiguously commanded by the statute. Moreover, Colony construed section 275(c) of the code of 1939, a predecessor of current section 6501(e), and the current statute arguably is somewhat more congenial to the Service’s position. In the government’s view:

When Congress enacted the 1954 Internal Revenue Code, it was aware of the disagreement among the courts that existed at the time regarding the proper scope of section 275. The changes that Congress enacted [in 1954] predated ... Colony and were intended to resolve the matter for the future. Therefore, by amending the Internal Revenue Code, including the addition of a special definition of “gross income” with respect to a trade or business, Congress effectively limited what ultimately became the holding in Colony, to cases subject to section 275(c).

Finally, the pre-Intermountain case law refutes Inter­mountain’s expansive reading of Colony. The IRS won some of the cases on the overstated basis issue decided after Colony. Further, even cases the IRS lost stopped short of saying that Colony had found the statute unambiguous. Bakersfield conceded that the Service’s interpretation was reasonable (although ultimately erroneous) and stated that the IRS “may have the authority to promulgate a reasonable reinterpretation of an ambiguous provision of the tax code, even if its interpretation runs contrary to the Supreme Court’s ‘opinion as to the best reading’ of that provision.”

There are two possibilities. Either the judges in these prior cases failed to notice that Colony had settled the issue, or more likely, the Intermountain majority overplayed its hand in characterizing Colony’s holding.

Third, the narrow ground offered by Judge Cohen and the judges joining her is dubious. Yes, a statute outranks a regulation. But, as developed below in Section III.A.1, a validly promulgated legislative regulation has the force of law. Thus, the distinction offered by Judge Cohen’s concurrence is not a meaningful difference.

---

575 U.S.C. section 559; see also Dickinson v. Zurko, 527 U.S. 150, 154-155 (1999) (stressing the importance of uniformity in applying the APA). This argument is presented here in summary form because it is not the central concern of this report. A longer explanation would address the “legislative entrenchment” question, i.e., the extent to which one Congress can impose roadblocks on the amendment of a statute by a later Congress. See, e.g., Amandeep S. Grewal, “Legislative Entrenchment Rules in the Tax Law,” 62 Admin. L. Rev. ___ (forthcoming 2010).

58 IRS brief, supra note 1, at 20.


61 Xilinx Inc. et al. v. Commissioner, 598 F.3d 1191, 1196 (9th Cir. 2009), Doc 2009-11943, 2009 TNT 100-9.

62 See 2010 WL 1838297 at *10-11.

63 Id. at *5-6.

64 See IRS brief, supra note 1, at 5-7; CC-2010-010 (Nov. 23, 2009), Doc 2010-13821, 2010 TNT 120-20.


66 See 357 U.S. at 33 (“it cannot be said that the [statutory language] is unambiguous”).

67 T.D. 9466, supra note 2, at 552; see also CC&E Western Operations Ltd. P’ship, 723 F.3d 402, 406 n.2 (1st Cir. 2011), Doc 2001-30601, 2001 TNT 239-11. (“Whether Colony’s main holding carries over to section 6501(e) is at least doubtful.”)


70 Id. at 778 (citing Brand X, 545 U.S. at 982-983).


III. Legislative Versus Interpretive Tax Regulations

The APA notice-and-comment rules are important. They are "the procedure by which the persons affected by legislative rules are enabled to communicate their concerns in a comprehensive and systematic fashion to legislating agency... This allows participation by the governed and decreases the chance of error by the agency."

There are exceptions to the APA’s command that regulations go through notice-and-comment. One exception arguably relevant here operates when the regulation is interpretive, not legislative, in nature. In attempting to deflect Intermountain’s APA argument, the IRS relied in part on this exception. Indeed, this is a position that Treasury and the IRS often take as to tax regulations.

The government’s position is defective. The IRS is trying to have its cake and eat it too, by claiming that (1) the regulations did not have to go through notice-and-comment because they are interpretive, not legislative, yet (2) the regulations have the force of law even though they are not legislative. The IRS is wrong on both ends: The regulations at issue are legislative (thus had to go through notice-and-comment) and lack force of law (and thus do not reverse the case law adverse to the IRS) if they are merely interpretive.

A. Legislative, Not Interpretive

The key difference between legislative and interpretive regulations is that the former make binding law while the latter do not. The IRS wants the temporary regulations at issue to make law binding the courts and compelling them to reverse the former thrust of the section 6501(e) case law. These points are developed below, after which I consider and reject the Service’s two arguments for treating the regulations as merely interpretive: that they are general, not specific authority, and that they were derived by statutory interpretation.

1. ‘Force of law’ nature of legislative regulations. Courts have had difficulty drawing lines to distinguish legislative regulations from interpretive ones. The core of distinction is reasonably clear, however, and suffices to resolve the Intermountain issue. Legislative regulations have the force of law — that is, they make binding law or change the law. Interpretive regulations do not have force of law; they merely inform the public of what the agency believes the statute means.

Because it hears the largest number of cases involving federal agencies, the D.C. Circuit is sometimes called the second most important federal court. The D.C. Circuit’s decision in American Mining Congress is among the most influential on the legislative/interpretive distinction. The decision offered the following hallmarks of legislative rule status:

(1) whether in the absence of the rule there would not be an adequate legislative basis for enforcement action or other agency action to confer benefits or ensure the performance of duties, (2) whether the agency has published the rule in the Code of Federal Regulations, (3) whether the agency has explicitly invoked its general legislative authority, or (4) whether the rule effectively amends a prior legislative rule.

Significantly, the decision added: “If the answer to any of these questions is affirmative, we have a legislative, not an interpretive rule.”

Under this test, the temporary regs at issue in Intermountain are legislative, not interpretive. Not just one, struggled to identify, and to apply, criteria that are appropriate to distinguish between legislative and interpretive rules. The results have not been pretty (citing cases).


In administrative law corners, some say that D.C. Circuit cases carry equal — if not more — precedential weight than Supreme Court decisions.” (Emphasis added.)

See, e.g., Hickman, supra note 45, at 1766 (calling American Mining Congress the “dominant standard”); Pierce, supra note 78, at 518 (stating that American Mining Congress “does an excellent job of identifying all of the [important] criteria”).

Richard J. Pierce Jr., Administrative Law Treatise 454 (5th ed. 2010) (noting that American Mining Congress has been accepted in six circuits, including the Tenth Circuit, to which Intermountain is appealable).

American Mining Congress, 995 F.2d at 1112. Subsequent cases have modified these indicia at the margins. See 2010 WL 1838297, at *19 (Halpern and Holmes, J.), concurring.

For over fifty years, courts and commentators have (Footnote continued in next column.)
but two of the indicia are present. The first indicium is present because, absent the regulations, the IRS would have no adequate legal basis for applying section 6501(e) to overstated basis situations. Treasury and the IRS were not simply informing the public of their view of the statute—that view was already well known from the many cases (most of them losses) in which the government had advanced it. The whole point of issuing the regulations was to change the law and bind the courts by administratively reversing the law as articulated by the weight of the cases.

The third indicium also is present. In paragraph 1 of the amendment to 26 C.F.R. part 301 introduced by the new regulations, Treasury explicitly invoked its general legislative authority under section 7805. Section 7805(a) is a general conferment of authority, and the general consensus now is that a general rulemaking power confers delegated power [on agencies] to adopt binding legislative rules.

The regulations at issue in Intermountain seek to make or change binding law, not merely to inform the public of Treasury’s construction of the statute. Therefore, they are legislative in nature and so do not qualify for the interpretive regulations exception to the APA notice-and-comment requirements. We now turn to the Service’s rejoinders to that argument.

2. General authority versus specific authority. The Service’s first rejoinder in Intermountain relies on an error that Treasury and the IRS have perpetuated for decades and that taxpayers and even courts have too often accepted. This error equates interpretive regulations with regulations issued under the general authority of section 7805(a) and equates legislative regulations with regulations issued under specific authority within the code section at issue. Because the temporary rules were issued under section 7805(a) and not under sections 6501 or 6229, the IRS claims they are interpretive.

The problem is that the equations on which the Service’s argument rests are wrong, and the mere fact that much of the tax community has long recited these equations without question does not make them right. The classification of a regulation as legislative or interpretive depends on whether the regulation has the force of law, not on which code section the regulation was promulgated under. Tax regulations that make binding law are legislative whether they are promulgated under specific authority or general authority.

Nevertheless, the IRS argued in Intermountain as follows:

Regulations that are not interpretive but rather legislative or substantive generally result from statutes that specifically direct the [Treasury] to prescribe regulations under a provision of the law.... In these situations, Congress simply provides an end result without any guidance as to how to achieve the end result. Regulations issued pursuant to this type of blank slate grant of authority are issued to create substantive law necessary to achieve the end result commanded by Congress, thus they are legislative or substantive regulations.

In contrast, the statutory provisions in this case, sections 6229 and 6501, do not direct the Secretary to issue regulations.... There is no mandate from Congress requiring the [Treasury] to take any action other than administer the provisions.

In my opinion that argument is weak. First, the “blank slate” description of specific-authority regulations is overinclusive. As shown below, the statutes authorizing such regulations often impose specific limits within which Treasury is to exercise the delegated power.

Second, the “no mandate” description is underinclusive and is not limited to general authority regulations. Treasury sometimes does not issue regulations even when authorized to do so by specific authority provisions, which undercuts the practical significance of any “mandate.” Moreover, Chevron and other cases have made it clear that Congress confers power, not just by express delegations, but also implicitly by leaving gaps for the agency to fill. The agency can make binding rules in either case. An implicit delegation by means of
leaving a gap to be filled is, if anything, even more of a “no mandate” situation than a general authority designation.

Third, and most importantly, even if the “blank slate” versus “no mandate” categories had been accurately described by the IRS, it is not clear why the distinction would matter. Why does the fact that Treasury could have chosen not to issue a particular regulation mean that when it does issue a regulation it may skip notice-and-comment? The APA prescribes notice-and-comment both to allow the governed to express their views and to reduce the chance of the agency making a policy error. Those reasons apply as fully when an agency issues a regulation Congress didn’t require as when it issues a regulation Congress did require.

3. Process of interpretation. In Hector, a non-tax case, the Seventh Circuit took a different tack to defining interpretive regulations. In the opinion for the court, Chief Judge Richard A. Posner wrote that a regulation is interpretive “only if it can be derived from the [statute or other governing law] by a process reasonably described as interpretation.”

In the cases litigated before issuance of the temporary regulations, the IRS advanced plausible (though usually unavailing) statutory interpretation arguments for its view that basis overstatements are within the ambit of the six-year limitations period. Thus, the government could argue that the regulations are derived from sections 6501 and 6229 “by a process reasonably described as interpretation.”

There are three problems with this argument. First, it is not clear that Hector was providing a universal or even general test. Even if it was, Hector has not been widely followed. Certainly, American Mining has been far more influential.

Second, Hector is in tension with the established distinction between legislative and interpretive regulations. One can imagine situations in which a regulation could be derived via a process of interpretation (so would be interpretive under Hector) but would make binding law (so would be legislative under the established definition). A regulation cannot be both legislative and interpretive, making Hector at odds with the dominant standard.

Third, the argument that the regs at issue were derived by a process of interpretation might work better on a clean slate than in the current posture. It would have been easier to say that the temporary regs were derived via interpretation before the majority of the cases (and the most authoritative of the cases) rejected the interpretations on which the position is based.

In short, I believe the new regulations are legislative in character. They do not qualify for the interpretive rule exception to the APA notice-and-comment requirements.

B. Nonbinding if Only Interpretive

Back to the basics. Legislative regulations make binding law; interpretive regulations do not. Thus, if — contrary to the points in Section III.A above — the IRS were to prevail in its argument that the temporary regulations are merely interpretive, the IRS would have won the battle but lost the war. The interpretive temporary regulations would not be binding on the courts.

Being just the opinion of the IRS, they would be entitled to a respectful hearing, which wouldn’t count for much. The courts have already heard the Service’s position and have rejected it, for the most part.

The IRS, however, maintains that “interpretative rules can be implemented by interpretative Treasury regulations that are decreed to have force of law but that still qualify as interpretative rules exempt from the APA,” citing National Restaurant.

This can’t be right for three reasons. First, the argument ignores the fundamental trade-off embodied in the APA notice-and-comment requirements. “Legislative rules carry the force and effect of law, which is why the APA ordinarily subjects these rules to public notice and comment before they become final.” Precisely because they are not binding, the harm posed by a misguided interpretive regulation is far less than the harm that would be posed by a misguided legislative regulation, which is why it is safe to exempt interpretive, but not legislative, rules from notice-and-comment. The Service’s position would imbalance the congressional calculation by making a rule binding while dispensing with the safeguard that makes binding administrative power an acceptable risk.

98 Hector, 82 F.3d at 170.
100 Although only in passing and without citation to Hector, the IRS invoked this argument in Ironmountain. IRS brief, supra note 1, at 23. (“Under any applicable legal test or measure, the temporary regulations are interpretive because they merely interpret an ambiguous phrase in the relevant statutes and are thus exempt from the APA’s notice and comment requirements.”)
101 The root of the problem is that the Hector approach applies an ordinary vernacular meaning to “interpretation” and its derivative terms. But “interpretive” as used in the “interpretive versus legislative” dichotomy is a term of art. See generally Yule Kim, Statutory Interpretation: General Principles and Recent Trends, 4-6 (Cong. Res. Serv. No. 97-589) (rev. Aug. 31, 2008) (distinguishing between terms of art and words of ordinary meaning).
103 IRS brief, supra note 1, at 21.
106 So long as the administrative state remains such a pervasive and coercive force in society, one should think very hard before eliminating legal doctrines that provide checks on the arbitrariness of agency action. ... [W]e must not divert the focus entirely away from the need to ensure that agencies act not only within acceptable legal and political bounds, but also exercise their discretion in a deliberative manner.” Mark Seidenfeld, “Demystifying Deossification: Rethinking Recent Proposals to Modify Judicial Review of Notice and Comment Rulemaking,” 75 Tex. L. Rev. 483, 489-490 (1997).
Second, in trying to have it both ways, the IRS would put interpretive regulations in a preferred position relative to legislative regulations. From the agency’s standpoint, interpretive regulations would have the same benefit (binding effect) as legislative regulations but without the same inconvenience (having to go through notice-and-comment). As a practical matter, legislative regulations could become redundancies, the legislative category being swallowed by the interpretive category. It is hard to believe Congress intended such an outcome.

Third, National Restaurant is weak authority. It is an old trial court decision that is incompletely reasoned, little cited, and difficult to reconcile with current doctrine. National Restaurant acknowledged that controlling circuit law distinguished between legislative and interpretive rules based on the binding nature of the former and the nonbinding nature of the latter. The court still rejected a “no notice-and-comment” challenge to a revenue ruling that created new record-keeping and reporting requirements because the revenue ruling did so “by interpreting the meaning of already binding regulations, rather than by creating any new obligations.” To justify the holding, the court said that in its view, “it is a ruling of the sort that Congress intended the IRS to make as a matter of administrative construction, not subject to the normal rulemaking requirements.” This is cherrypicking, not reasoning.

IV. Intermountain and Brand X

The temporary regulations are an attempt by an agency to reverse judicial statutory interpretation. Can agencies do that? Brand X is a key case. The Supreme Court held that a regulation trumps prior judicial interpretations as long as two conditions are met: the regulation qualifies for Chevron deference, and the prior cases did not say their results were commanded by an unambiguous statute.

The Intermountain majority concluded that section 6501(e) unambiguously precludes the Service’s position (thus defeating Chevron deference) and that the Supreme Court had so held in Colony. As noted in Section II.C, I disagree with these conclusions. It will be interesting to see whether future decisions embrace or reject them.

Brand X is a comparatively recent decision, and important questions it raises still must be resolved. Intermountain and comparable cases may help on some of these questions but not on others. Three such questions are addressed below.

A. What Intermountain-Type Cases May Clarify

The first question is the “magic words” issue. The second prong of the Brand X test requires that the holding in a prior case was not based on an unambiguous statute. Is the second prong satisfied only if the prior case expressly used “unambiguous” or a synonym characterizing the statute? Courts have grappled with similar issues in other areas of administrative law. For example, the APA distinguishes between informal and formal agency rulemaking (and agency adjudication). When a regulation may be promulgated informally, the notice-and-comment process suffices. When formal rulemaking is required, additional procedural steps must be taken. Formal rulemaking is required when the underlying statute states that the rules in question “are required . . . to be made on the record after opportunity for an agency hearing.” Must precisely or essentially these words appear in the statute, or may a court hold that formal rulemaking is triggered by some less exact statutory language? The case law is not wholly consistent.

The Supreme Court seems to have embraced the former alternative, the magic words approach. But context is everything in law, and the magic words question need not be handled the same way for Brand X purposes as for informal versus formal rulemaking purposes. Intermountain rejected the contention that the word “unambiguous” need appear in the prior cases that a regulation is trying to reverse. I think it was right to do so.

Colony and some other precedents were decided before Brand X and even Chevron were handed down. Unless they are charged with a burden of precognition, the justices and judges deciding those cases had no reason to know that their omitting particular words from their opinions could affect the allocation of power between courts and agencies.

---

110 For discussion of this issue in the context of the check-the-box regulations as to entity classification, see Gregg Polsky, “Can Treasury Overrule the Supreme Court?” 84 B.U.L. Rev. 185 (2004). The courts, however, have upheld the check-the-box regulations. E.g., Littrell v. United States, 484 F.3d 372 (6th Cir. 2007), Doc 2007/9567, 2007 TNT 7-16.
111 545 U.S. at 982.
112 Hundreds of cases have cited Brand X, and a substantial literature exists as to it. E.g., Mercado-Zacuta v. Holder, 580 F.3d 1102, 1113-1115 (9th Cir. 2009); Doug Geyser, Note, “Courts Still Say What the Law Is: Explaining the Functions of the Judiciary and Agencies After Brand X,” 106 Colum. L. Rev. 2129 (2006).
113 See 5 U.S.C. sections 556 and 557.
114 See 5 U.S.C. section 553(c).
115 See Alfred C. Aman Jr., Administrative Law and Process, sec. 3.03 (2d ed. 2006) (discussing both formal agency adjudication and formal agency rulemaking).
119 See 2010 WL 1838297, at *8 n.22 (“We agree . . . with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, which stated that we . . . do not hold that a court must say in so many magic words that its holding is the only permissible interpretation of the statute in order for that holding to be binding on an agency.”) (quoting Fernandez v. Keisler, 502 F.3d 337, 347 (4th Cir. 2007)).
Thus, the test under Brand X should be whether the prior cases, fairly read, suggest a view that the statute is unambiguous, not that the word “unambiguous” actually appear in the prior cases. If that construction prevails, Intermountain will have contributed to clarifying Brand X. 120

Unfortunately, the Intermountain majority misapplied this approach. The majority read Colony to hold the statute to be unambiguous based on the legislative history, citing parts of the opinion calling the history “persuasive evidence” and saying that it “shows to [the majority’s] satisfaction” that Congress intended the result reached. 121 This quoted language surely reflects a comfort level exceeding 50 percent, but it strikes me as falling short of unambiguous.

Colony can be compared with the prior judicial interpretation at issue in Brand X. In Brand X the Ninth Circuit held against the Federal Communications Commission because the agency’s position was incompatible with the prior judicial interpretation of the governing statute in AT&T Corp. v. City of Portland. 122 The Supreme Court reversed the Ninth Circuit in Brand X, finding that the Portland court had not treated the underlying statute as unambiguous but had “held only that [its reading was] the best reading of” the statute. 123 Similarly, the Colony opinion seems to me to reach only a “best reading” conclusion, not an “unambiguous” conclusion.

B. What Intermountain-Type Cases May Not Clarify

One unsettled question from Brand X is what should be done if the conclusions reached by the prior case on whether the statute is ambiguous are insupportable. What if the precedent declared the statute to be unambiguous, but better analysis would have called it ambiguous, and vice versa?

I don’t think Intermountain presents either of these situations. In my view, the predecessor of section 6501(e) was ambiguous on whether basis overstatements are covered, and current section 6501(e) remains so; and contrary to Intermountain, Colony cannot be read as declaring the statute to unambiguously exclude basis overstatements.

But what if I am right about the first of these conclusions and wrong about the second? In other words, what if Colony erroneously treated an ambiguous statute as unambiguous? In that case, future courts would either have to reject Brand X protection for the new regulations even though the Colony Court was wrong about ambiguity, or protect the regulations under Brand X on the ground that Colony’s conclusion was wrong. The choice courts make between these alternatives would clarify the implementation of the Brand X rule.

However, Intermountain-type cases are not a good vehicle for achieving that clarification. Colony was a Supreme Court decision, and lower courts are not authorized to declare Supreme Court decisions wrongly reasoned. 124 Thus, this clarification would be achieved only if the Supreme Court itself heard and decided Intermountain or a future case in this line. Given the number of tax cases the Supreme Court takes each year, 125 and the other important tax issues that vie for the Court’s attention, this scenario is unlikely. 126

I also doubt that Intermountain-type cases, or indeed cases of any type, will lead to resolution of another of Brand X’s ambiguities: whether the clarity of the statute is to be determined only from the statutory text or whether legislative history also may be examined as part of the inquiry. The Intermountain majority believed that resort to legislative history is properly part of the process, 127 while Judges Halpern and Holmes believed text to be controlling, saying that “Colony’s resort to legislative history in the first place shows a gap that [Treasury] is ipso facto allowed to fill.” 128

The Halpern/Holmes concurrence said that this ambiguity in Brand X is “not [an issue] that we as a trial court can possibly solve on our own.” 129 I would go further and offer that this Brand X issue will never be resolved by any court because the dispute ultimately reflects the clash between textualism and purposivism in statutory interpretation. Despite centuries of debate, that clash has not been resolved and likely never will be resolved. 130

The main support for the position that the Brand X ambiguity analysis includes legislative history is Chevron, which states that step one is answered by resort to “traditional tools of statutory construction,” 131 which for many judges would include legislative history. Chevron was written by Justice John Paul Stevens, a leading purposivist, but the Brand X opinion was written by Justice Clarence Thomas, a textualist (or even literalist). Justice Thomas framed the Brand X inquiry as whether “the prior court decision holds that its construction follows from the unambiguous terms of the statute.” 132 A

---


121567 U.S. at 33 and 36.

122216 F.3d 871 (9th Cir. 2000).

123545 U.S. at 984 (emphasis in original).

124E.g., Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203, 239 (1997) (requiring lower courts to adhere to the Court’s directly controlling precedents, even those resting on rationales rejected in other decisions).

125Usually between one and four.

126For example, the Court recently denied certiorari on the important issue of the amenability of tax accrual workpapers to the federal tax lien. United States v. Textron Inc., 577 F.3d 21 (1st Cir. 2009) (per curiam), cert. denied, 130 S. Ct. 3320 (2010). This is a reminder that importance alone does not guarantee obtaining the Supreme Court’s attention.

1272010 WL 1838297, at 17.

128Id. at *15.

129Brand X.

130For discussion of these approaches to statutory interpretation, see Frank B. Cross, The Theory and Practice of Statutory Interpretation, chs. 2 and 3 (2009).

131467 U.S. at 843.

132545 U.S. at 982 (emphasis added).
location that seems to limit the inquiry to the statutory language\textsuperscript{133} (and perhaps statutory structure and maybe some canons)\textsuperscript{134}.

Future\textsuperscript{4} Brand\textsuperscript{X} decisions will sometimes be written by purposivist judges who will embrace legislative history, and sometimes by textualist judges who will eschew it. With each new decision, one side or the other will gain ascendancy, but only until the next opinion penned by a jurist of the contrary persuasion on statutory interpretation.\textsuperscript{135} Intermountain-type cases won't resolve the legislative history issue, which I don't believe will ever be resolved.

The history of\textsuperscript{136} Chevron supports this pessimistic prediction.\textsuperscript{2007) Chevron is over 25 years old and remains unclear in key respects. Consider four points in this regard, moving from general to specific.\textsuperscript{137}

First, the courts — particularly the Supreme Court — have seriously muddied the threshold question of when\textsuperscript{127} Chevron applies. By one count, the Supreme Court has applied no fewer than seven distinct deference regimes in the years after\textsuperscript{132} Chevron — often without explanation of why one regime was used instead of another\textsuperscript{135} — leaving lower courts with inadequate guidance,\textsuperscript{138} and the Supreme Court's deference jurisprudence a mess.\textsuperscript{139}

Second, when\textsuperscript{133} Chevron is held to provide the governing standard, there is confusion about how its steps are to be applied.\textsuperscript{136} Intermountain, using\textsuperscript{138} Chevron step one, held that the statute unambiguously forecloses the regulation (or at least that Colomy's view of the statute does). But it has long been thought that courts manipulate the step one analysis to reach the desired results or, more generously, that step one holdings have a "length of the Chancellor's foot" quality.\textsuperscript{139} "The threshold determination of ambiguity remains the most troubling aspect of the Court's deference jurisprudence."\textsuperscript{139}

Third, in post-Chevron cases the Supreme Court has been inconsistent on what the role of the "traditional tools of statutory construction" is in the step one analysis.\textsuperscript{140} In some cases, it has applied at least some of these tools at step one,\textsuperscript{140} while in other cases, it has not done so even though presented with the opportunity.\textsuperscript{141}

Fourth, if traditional tools should be applied, there is little consistency as to what those tools are. This may result from the difficulties of coalition building,\textsuperscript{142} sloppiness, or results orientation.\textsuperscript{143} Whatever the cause, the inconsistency is unlikely to be resolved anytime soon.\textsuperscript{144}

The interpretive tool stressed by the Intermountain majority is legislative history. Supreme Court cases support at least three inconsistent positions on legislative history: (1) the history to be considered at step one\textsuperscript{145}; (2) it is not to be considered at step one\textsuperscript{146} and (3) it is to be considered at step one but only if the statutory text is ambiguous.\textsuperscript{147} As the Halpern/Holmes concurrence states,\textsuperscript{148} lower court decisions also are split.\textsuperscript{149}

The post-Chevron case law is a mess, largely because of the Supreme Court's own vacillation and divisions on the case's purport. The passage of time has confused the situation more, with some declaring\textsuperscript{150} Chevron dead and...
others urging that it be relegated to the doctrinal dustbin.153 I expect no better of Brand X, at least regarding this issue. Against this larger context, future Intermountain-type cases—no matter the holdings—are unlikely to have lasting effect.

V. Roads Not Travelled

There may be ways to attack the regulations beyond those developed in the Intermountain opinions. Some possibilities are explored below. I am not endorsing these arguments, instead offering them to provoke discussion and thought.154

The arguments proceed from a common foundation. Subsequent cases have shown that Chevron does not provide the analytical framework for all cases in which agency rules are challenged. Instead, Chevron will apply only if both of two conditions are present: (1) Congress has delegated (either expressly or implicitly) rulemaking authority to the agency, and (2) the agency issued the challenged position in the exercise of that authority.155

One's initial reaction might be similar to that of the IRS, which I paraphrase here: “Of course the conditions are satisfied here. In section 7805(a), Congress delegated to Treasury general rulemaking authority as to the entire code, and Treasury stated that the 2009 regulations were issued pursuant to section 7805(a).”156 That initial reaction may ultimately be correct, but I want to explore it a bit more deeply before accepting it.

It is probably pointless to dispute the second condition, but there may be grounds on which to question whether Congress delegated to Treasury the power to make a rule extending the six-year limitations period to tax deficiencies attributable to overstated basis. Below we consider three perspectives: (1) the significance for delegation purposes of Treasury’s failure to use the notice-and-comment process for the temporary regulations, (2) whether section 7805(a) constitutes an explicit delegation in this case, and (3) whether Congress implicitly delegated the power by leaving a gap in sections 6229 and 6501 for Treasury to fill.

A. Failure to Use Notice-and-Comment

The Supreme Court justices have been split between those who want to implement Chevron using bright lines and those who prefer facts-and-circumstances approaches.157 So far, the latter group has prevailed, adding to the Chevron muddle.

One particularly strong indicator of Chevron’s applicability is that the agency’s position went through the notice-and-comment process. In Mead, the Court said that the requisite delegation “may be shown in a variety of ways, as by an agency’s power to engage in adjudication or notice-and-comment rulemaking, or by some other indication of a comparable congressional intent.”158 Some nuance is needed to connect this statement to the two predicates for Chevron’s applicability. If Congress required an agency to make a particular rule through the notice-and-comment process that would bear on the first predicate: that Congress delegated the particular power to the agency. That the agency chose to go through that process would bear on the second predicate: that the agency was acting in the exercise of that delegated power.159

Although the Mead statement suggests that notice-and-comment is one of several indicators of Chevron’s applicability,160 it is a particularly important one. Its absence does not by itself render Chevron inapposite, but it does create a hill to climb. As one commentator noted:

By the end of Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist’s last term, the court had settled into a relatively predictable dichotomy. The Court generally applied Chevron deference if a rule had been adopted in notice-and-comment proceedings, and otherwise defaulted to [less deferential] analysis of various persuasive factors to determine whether a less formal agency interpretation warranted deference.161

153 This is well illustrated by the exchange between Justice Breyer’s concurrence and Justice Scalia’s dissent in Brand X. Compare 545 U.S. at 1003-1005 (Breyer, J.) with id. at 1014-1016 (Scalia, J.).
155 533 U.S. at 227.
156 Cf. Long Island Care at Home, 551 U.S. at 173 (applying the Chevron standard and emphasizing that the agency interpretation had been the product of notice-and-comment even though use of that process is not required for merely interpretive rules).
157 To reinforce the point, Justice Breyer maintains that “the existence of a formal rulemaking proceeding is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for according Chevron deference . . . It is not a necessary condition because an agency might arrive at an authoritative interpretation of a congressional enactment in other ways.” Brand X, supra, 545 U.S. at 1004 (Breyer, J., concurring). In context, Justice Breyer appears to be referring to notice-and-comment rulemaking although that is usually described as informal, not formal, rulemaking. See, e.g., Alfred C. Aman Jr., Administrative Law and Process sec. 4.02 (2d ed. 2006).
158 Coerring, supra note 139, at 20; see also id. at 47.
Thus, Treasury's decision to skip notice-and-comment underrates the argument for delegation in this case. This perspective is not dispositive, but does create the need—if the regulations are to be sustained—to identify "some other indication of a comparable congressional intent" to delegate to Treasury the power to create this binding rule.

Whatever the merits of this perspective, it is easy to understand why the Intermountain majority did not advance such an argument. Because the temporary regulations were simultaneously published in proposed form,169 regulations objection would disappear once the notice-and-comment process is complete. It would not accomplish the majority's apparent goal of invalidating the regulations for all cases, whether litigated yet or not.

B. Explicit Delegation

The explicit delegation portion of the argument involves analysis that I will develop more fully in a future article. In brief, I believe that, to date, our dichotomization of tax regulations has been misdirected. As discussed in Section III.A.2, tax practitioners are accustomed to classifying regulations as either specific authority or general authority. I think we should drop these labels. It would be more helpful to refer to the precise statutory language by which Congress delegated power to write particular regulations. If one were to do that, it could be argued that the language of section 7805(a) is insufficient to delegate to Treasury power to write the new regulations. These propositions are explored below.

1. Inadequacy of the traditional distinction. Numerous cases distinguish between specific authority and general authority regulations, and recite the boilerplate proposition that the former are entitled to greater deference than the latter.161 This distinction is of dubious value and should be eliminated for three reasons.

First, the traditional distinction is deceptive.162 and others163 doubt that reality matches the rhetoric. If a court dislikes a regulation, it probably will find a way to invalidate it even if it is specific authority in nature.164 If a court likes a regulation, it probably will find a way to uphold it even if it is general authority in nature.165 I cannot recall a case in which the court said in essence, "We're invalidating this general authority regulation, but we would have upheld it had it been specific authority in nature." If there are such cases, they are rare.

Second, the traditional distinction is unnecessary. In part, courts are motivated to intone the traditional distinction out of respect for Congress. Section 7805(a) covers the entire code, and yet Congress has written more than a thousand specific authority provisions.166 There must be some reason why Congress writes specific authority provisions. If section 7805(a) effects complete delegation, aren't the numerous specific authority provisions mere surplusage?167 According specific authority regulations nominally higher dignity than general authority regulations avoids the surplusage problem and any implied derogation of the work of Congress.

But we need not create a legal fiction to avoid such lèse-majesté. One reason, described below, is that specific authority provisions usually are worded differently than section 7805(a). There is no surplusage when sections do different things or convey different commands.168

There is another reason the legal fiction is unnecessary. Surplusage appears problematic when one assumes that Congress, through its legislation, is speaking only to the courts as the statutes' interpreters. But this one-dimensional model is flawed. A legislature speaks not just to the courts but also to several different "interpretive communities."169

One such community is the agency charged with administering the statute in question. Indeed, agencies typically interpret statutes earlier and more often than courts do,170 a fact that abates surplusage concerns. A specific authority provision—even if worded identically to section 7805(a) — can be understood as Congress instructing Treasury, not the courts, that Congress is

---

164 Specific authority regulations sometimes have been invalidated by the courts. E.g., Rite Aide Corp. v. United States, 235 F.3d 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2001), superseded in part by American Jobs Creation Act of 2004, P.L. 108-357, section 844, 118 Stat. 1418, 1600; Phillips Petroleum v. Commissioner, 70 F.3d 1282 (10th Cir. 1995) (unpublished opinion); Estate of Ballard v. Commissioner, 87 T.C. 261 (1986).
165 Even if we regard the challenged regulation as interpretive because it was promulgated under section 7805(a)'s general (Footnote continued in next column.)
particularly interested in action on this front, or to reassure Treasury that there's political support for attending to this matter.171

Third, and most important, the traditional distinction deflects the attention of the courts from the precise language of the statute containing the specific authorization. The traditional distinction lumps specific authority statutes into one category regardless of the fact that such statutes often word their delegations differently. Congress would be better honored by giving effect to, rather than largely disregarding, textual differences.

2. Textually nuanced interpretation. Section 7805(a) confers on Treasury general authority to "prescribe all needful rules and regulations for the enforcement of" the code. Many specific authority provisions use identical or similar language.

But many other specific authority provisions use different language from section 7805(a). For example:

- Treasury "is authorized to prescribe such regulations as may be necessary or appropriate to determine whether an interest in a corporation is to be treated . . . as stock or indebtedness." 172
- Treasury "shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary or appropriate to prevent the avoidance of subsection (a)." 173
- Treasury "may by regulations exempt" designated types of organizations from the general rules of "this section." 174
- Treasury "may issue regulations or other guidance providing for adjustment of the [rule generally prescribed by the section] on the basis of geographic differences in housing costs." 175
- Treasury "may by regulations provide that other restrictions [in addition to those identified in the statute] shall be disregarded in determining the value of" transferred property. 176
- Treasury "shall prescribe rules which reallocate items of income, deduction, credit, exclusion, or other allowance to the extent necessary to prevent the avoidance of tax imposed by reason of this paragraph. [Treasury] may prescribe rules which exclude from the tax imposed by subsection (a) amounts attributable to mileage awards which are used other than for transportation of persons by air." 177
- "Nothing in the regulations prescribed for purposes of chapter 24 (relating to income tax withholding) which provides an exclusion from wages as used in such chapter shall be construed to require a similar exclusion from 'wages' in the regulations prescribed for purposes of this chapter" relating to employment taxes. 178
- Treasury "shall prescribe such regulations as [it] may deem necessary in order that the tax liability of any affiliated group of corporations making a consolidated return and of each corporation in the group . . . may be returned, determined, computed, assessed, collected, and adjusted, in such manner as clearly to reflect the income-tax liability and the various factors necessary for the determination of such liability, and in order to prevent avoidance of such liability. In carrying out the preceding sentence, [Treasury] may prescribe rules that are different from the provisions of chapter 1 that would apply if such corporations filed separate returns." 179

Hundreds of other examples could be added, but those given above reveal several patterns: (1) some delegations allow Treasury to write rules of an interstitial or implemental nature to carry out the section or its purposes, broadly defined; (2) other delegations are more restrictive, limiting the scope of the delegated power to particular objects; (3) other delegations allow Treasury to define key statutory terms not defined by the statute itself; (4) others allow Treasury to suspend or alter results commanded by the statute; and (5) some provisions direct Treasury to act, some permit Treasury to act, and some prohibit Treasury from acting.

Some of these variations are the result of deliberate choices and careful drafting, and courts should respect such legislative decisions.180 In some instances, the language employed may have been the product of less care, but I believe that the statutory language should usually (perhaps always) be respected even in such situations. Courts frequently contrast language at issue with other statutory language that more clearly expresses the outcome urged by a party. They do so to maintain that "Congress knows how to say" something when it wishes to convey that meaning.181 This approach sometimes ascribes deliberation to accidents of drafting. Though it is sometimes a fiction, it is a useful fiction. A similar spirit

171 Neither of these messages, however, need translate into greater judicial deference for specific authority regulations. Both just encourage Treasury to act. They do not guarantee that Congress or the courts will endorse the substantive content of whatever regs are ultimately promulgated.
172 Section 385(a); see also section 469(f) (Treasury "shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary or appropriate to carry out provisions of this section, including regulations to carry out five enumerated functions"); section 585(b)(3) (Treasury "shall define the term loan and prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this section"); section 777, section 1202(k), and section 1446(f).
173 Section 504(b).
174 Section 508(c)(2).
175 Section 91(c)(2)(B).
176 Section 2704(b)(4).
177 Section 4261(e)(3)(C).
178 Section 3121(a) (flush language).
179 Section 1502.
should apply to interpretation of varying statutes delegating tax rulemaking power to the Treasury.

This approach respects Congress and the separation of powers principle. As has been observed in another context, "If Congress enacted into law something different from what it intended, then it should amend the statute to conform to its intent. It is beyond our province to rescue Congress from its drafting errors... This allows both of our branches to adhere to our respected, and respective constitutional roles." Few, if any, principles of statutory interpretation are absolute, of course, and the courts have "corrected" apparent drafting errors under the absurdity, scrivener's error, and other doctrines. However, no less staunch a purposivist than Justice Stevens has observed that adherence to text is particularly important in areas involving "technical and complex laws," a characterization that fits our tax statutes.

The traditional dichotomy proceeds categorically, paying more heed to the specific authority versus general authority categorization than to textual divergences among different specific authority delegations. This approach should be replaced with greater attention to statutory language.

3. Application to the 'overstated basis' regulations. Did Congress explicitly, through section 7805(a), delegate to Treasury the power to extend the six-year limitations period to basis overstatements? One could argue that the answer is no. That section authorizes regulations for the enforcement of the code. Arguably that contemplates enforcement of code sections within the ambit already set by Congress, not enlargement of thoseambits. If future decisions follow this reasoning, Chevron is not triggered in Intermountain-type cases by an explicit delegation.

C. Implicit Delegation

If an explicit delegation does not support the section 6501/6229 regulations, an implicit delegation probably doesn't either. An implicit delegation may exist when a gap in a statute reasonably implies that Congress intended the agency to fill the gap. However, courts are reluctant to find gaps in, or to allow supplementation or modification of, statutes that are long, detailed, or intricate. Supposed implicit Chevron delegations have been rejected on this basis. Section 6501(e) is a detailed and carefully articulated provision.

VI. Conclusion

The Tax Court's Intermountain decision surely is not the last shot that will be fired in the overstated basis statute of limitations battle. The government has appealed Intermountain, and the validity and applicability of the new regulations will surely be tested in future cases.

Based on the above analysis, the temporary regulations should continue to be invalidated. Leaving aside the considerations in Section V, however, once the regulations have been finalized following completion of notice-and-comment, they should be upheld, particularly if applied only prospectively. Taxpayers who already have won their cases should be safe, but taxpayers whose cases have not yet been decided will be in jeopardy.

As important as the particular issue is to tax administration, the wider dimensions of Intermountain and related future cases may ultimately be of greater import. The aspects elaborated above are only some of the interesting matters raised by Intermountain. The case is a treasure trove for those interested in tax procedure, and we can eagerly anticipate future decisions on the validity of the basis overstatement statute of limitations regulations. Perhaps above all, Intermountain and related future decisions may help shake us out of our professional insularity and convince us that tax practitioners and scholars discount general administrative law only at peril to their professional competence.